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Agenda  

9:00 Registration and Refreshments

9:30  Welcome & Introductions

Siobhan McClelland, Chair of the Emergency Ambulance Services 
Committee

Sara Mosely, Chief Executive of Mind Cymru and Chair of the CCC 
Task and Finish Group

10:00 Keynote

Carol Shillabeer, Chief Executive of Powys Teaching Health Board and 
NHS Wales Lead for Mental Health

10:20 Independent Evaluation

Dr Anne Kryer, Centre for Mental Health and Society at Bangor 
University

10:50 Police and Criminal Justice Partnership Boards 

Dyfed Powys Region
Richard Jones, Carina Giannuzzi

North Wales Region
Lesley Singleton, Head of Strategy and Partnerships, Mental Health 
and Learning Disabilities Division at Betsi Cadwaladr UHB

11:20 Refreshment Break

11:40

South Wales Region
Alun Morgan, Superintendent at South Wales Police and Professional 
Lead for Mental Health

Dr Gaynor Jones, Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist at Abertawe Bro 
Morgannwg UHB and Chair of the Mental Health, Learning Disability 
and South Wales Police, Planning Group
Gwent Region
Sarah Paxton, Group Manager, Adult Services at Torfaen County 
Borough Council

12:10 Navigating

Matt Wyatt
Advisor at Public Health Wales

13:00 Lunch & Networking

13:45 Regional Action Plans & the NPUC

Stephen Harrhy
Director of the National Programme for Unscheduled Care

14:00  Regional Partnership Board Breakouts

15:15 Welsh Chief Police Officer Group

Jon Drake
Assistant Chief Constable at South Wales Police and Welsh Chief Police 
Officer Group Lead for Mental Health

What’s the focus/purpose of the presentation?

15:30 Panel Feedback

Invited Panel Chaired by Sara Moseley

16:00 Closing Remarks

Stephen Harrhy
Director of the National Programme for Unscheduled Care
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Photostory
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Visual minutes of the speakers’ presentations
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Visual minutes maps graphic 
recorded live by Fran O’Hara
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Visual minutes map enlargement 1
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Matt Wyatt’s ‘navigating’ activity poem
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‘Navigating’ activity 
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Matt Wyatt led a 
Facilitated exercise 
providing an 
opportunity for 
attendees to consider 
and share the real 
lived experiences of 
people who have been 
through the system 
and those providing 
the interventions, care 
and support. 

Focussing on: ‘how do 
you navigate around 
the system when it 
really matters?’

Working on their 
tables the groups 
mapped out ‘the right 
care at the right time 
in the right place.’ 

Using an illustrated 
blank template 
worksheet of an 
archipellage image at 
1 x 1.2m size, with 
colour coded paper 
figures and pens.



‘Navigating’ activity completed table templates
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If you would like 
to access larger 
versions of these 
tablesheets please 
contact Matt 
Wyatt, Public 
Health Wales.
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‘Navigating’ activity completed table templates
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to access larger 
versions of these 
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Wyatt, Public 
Health Wales.



Selected tweets from the conference
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Regional Action Plans Review
Stephen Harrhy presented the National Programme for Unscheduled 
Care (NPUC), its goals and approach to improving unscheduled care:

1. A small number of big national initiatives that will benefit from  
 being done at scale using national infrastructure. The role of NPUC  
 is to lead the design and coordination with central resources.

2. Several regional initiatives that require a combination of shared  
 infrastructure and local expertise to deliver. The role of NPUC is to  
 provide advice and additional support to local leaders.

3. A large number of relatively small and fast initiatives that can only  
 be delivered by local teams. The role of NPUC is to advocate for the  
 work and help to share the learning.

The Regional Partnership Board breakout session enabled participants 
from each of the 4 geographical regions to engage in a rich 
conversation and consider how best to take forward and enhance the 
existing regional action plans. Focussing on ‘doing the right things in 
the right way’ and how to take advantage of the tremendous insight, 
experience and motivation across the partnerships. 

Feedback was collected on worksheets and based on the NPUC 123 
structure, looking to identify areas were further collaboration between 
the NPUC and CCC created mutual advantage. This feedback is 
presented on pages 18 - 21.

Each group consisted of members of their partnership board and 
members of the audience from that region. Together they reviewed 
the evidence and considered enhancements to the regional CCC 
plans. Practically oriented around ‘who needs to get together and 
work on what’ and centred around an ‘asset based’ approach to use 
whatever assets the community/region already has to progress a better 
experience for people.

 Dyfed Powys

Local

• Improve WAST Pathways direct from community to crisis teams for   
 specialist advice or referral.

• Shared definition of intoxication and mild/moderate aggression.

• Co location of AMPS & Crisis Teams.

• Create more links/collaboration between Health Board, police  
 and ambulance.

• Communication about MH & CCC.

Regional

• Consider retaining triage function with different commissioning.

• TMH plan to support alternatives to Health Board places of safety.

• CRHT joining forces to provide triage.

• More appropriate place of safety for CYP.

• Capacity and demand.

• Health management of people in custody (is this National?).

• Capture patient experience.  

National

• WAST not the only transport – agree or commission alternatives?

• Who/what needs and doesn’t need “Conveyance”?

• Shared definition & management of intoxication and mild/moderate  
 aggression. 
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Regional Action Plans Review

 North Wales

Local

• WAST – getting in on triage model inc conveyancing. 

• Repeat presentations in A&E – need improved links with Mental   
 Health.

•  A&E – Multiple issues eg space, communication, geography.

•  Prevention and targeted early intervention needs to be strengthened.

•  Work with Health Board on early assessment of children and YP out  
 of hours.

Regional

• S136 – analyse outcomes and referral to other services.

• Identify how to commission different ways of responding.

• Agree meaningful alternatives for the PO with the person before   
 S136 powers considered.

• AMHP’s role in crisis management rather than seen as the end point.

• Betsi is like 3 distinct areas – how to access info in timely way.

• CTP – can that be shared (held on different agency systems) joint  
 strategies/action plans ahead of need.

• Having advice available and accessible to officers, non MH clinicians  
 and families at the point of crisis to help de-escalate.

• Expertise and skill in the 3rd sector can help to deliver alternative   
 models and urgent responses.

• Bringing together agendas (engaging the right people to make   
 organisational commitments).

• Regional and local policy - too focussed on adult perspective, 
 C & YP in crisis S136 – need to be prioritised.

National

• Agree a shared curriculum for training in multi-agency groups  
 together, committing resources to enable.

• Thresholds and definitions for responding to and managing    
 intoxication and violence.

• Quality of data – to enable analysis not just counting occurrences   
 and sharing information – across agencies and boundaries.

• Linking CCC to other current agendas and strategies for example:   
 Health, LA’s, Police, WAST, 3rd Party sector, SSWB (Wales) Act

• “Help with the hard stuff”.

• WAST – transportation of person in crisis.

• S136 – safeguarding people – organisations/staff.

• Social prescribing.

• Policing and crime conference – everyone should go.

• Missing children and adults – cross-government strategy (being   
 reviewed) and interface concept of mental capacity within  
 multi-agency training.

• Quality of CTP (Delivery Unit review 17/18 audits to focus on).
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Regional Action Plans Review

 Gwent

Local

• Development of Navigation/Pathways: WAST and GP – crisis,  
 Dementia, CAMHS, DSH, Alcohol and Drugs.

• Multi modal transport.

• More joint working: Health with police with WAST, Safe spaces  
 – adult & children, Host families.

• People “stuck” between Primary and Secondary care.

• Provide a “safe space at home” (t/c support/advice).

• Training such as ‘shadowing days’, for police in MH services and 
 vice versa (mandatory).

Regional

• Gwent – plans for effective conveyancing.

• Alternative to an Emergency Response Ambulance when this is not   
 needed, allows people to move the system in a timely and  
 responsive way.

• Make the most of prudent healthcare, releasing and redistributing  
 resources and capacity across the whole system.

• New crisis and Acute Care Model – whole person whole system  
 approach and 24 hour crisis response (National Enquiry Reports).

• Mental Health Practitioner in Police Control rooms.

• Crisis care has inconsistencies; having a law to standardise this  
 process? Having one crisis (S136 Ward) unit instead of using lots of  
 services and a mixture of resources (security staff safety/cost    
 effective).

• Gwent LA’s showing Pos with Stakeholders ie SEREN, Sanctuary/safe  
 place and better links with 3rd sector through consortium. 

National

• Focus on evidence of what works.

• Primary care services – more funding/resources and increase rang of 
interventions. Reduce waiting times.

• Expertise upfront – one assessment to inform intervention and  
 services to stop duplication or barriers between primary, secondary  
 and 3rd sector services. 

• Having MH and service user representation (they need MH lens. No  
 health without MH) on USCPB including third sector & live/ 
 experience.

• Safe spaces (A Po safety) – national commitment to resourcing open  
 access/walk in services for people in any kind of crisis. Crisis houses  
 in discussion... Time for action.

• Reduce s.136 and financial constraints around staffing and  
 alternative to ED or hospital care.

• Integrated IT Systems and measure outcomes “Is anybody better  
 off” ... “What matters.”

• National single point access – 999/111 with MH Practitioner.

• Training and access to best practice models across uk and  
 disseminate learning local to international with equity across Wales.

• Link to Wellbeing of Future Generations – wellbeing.

• ‘Once for Wales’ multi-agency app (based on SW Police work).
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Regional Action Plans Review

 South Wales

Local

• What is mental illness crisis – a shared view – Police confidence in  
 advice given and integrated management plans.

• Available lines of communication – need to know plan/action  
 will occur.

• Community hub – visible and on the High Street that provides  
 opportunities, information and advice and assessment (if  
 appropriate) but don’t medicalise too soon.

• Training – MAPPA Style with all agencies together - shadowing back  
 and forth – Walk a mile in another shoes – Lived experiences –  
 Linked to service delivery (problem solving) – GP’s at risk as not  
 trained and could be better at recognising crisis.

• Teamwork: pre S136, not just to say we’re coming getting better at  
 answering, social work, paramedic, MH Staff exploring alternatives  
 for transport eg pool car – more timely dignified help, transition  
 now ages are from 0-25.

• Role of primary care in Unscheduled Care (Mental Health).

• CAMHS Staffing/Resources – Admission in crisis.

• Crisis House/Step down from acute inpatient ward.

• Involve service users and carers in training programmes to promote  
 a compassionate response.

• Complete redesign so services fit the needs of the local community.  
 Allow time for meaningful engagement. Better early intervention  
 and prevention.

Regional

• Regional services may vary but statutory responsibilities cannot eg  
 regional S136 Suites.

• WAST MH Pathway – Paramedic/crisis team- shared decision  
 making- Avoiding unnecessary ED admissions – Appropriate care  
 outcomes.

• MH Prof within control room – could be Health Prof – could be 3rd  
 sector hot desking 24/7 to take red and provide community based  
 intervene and signposting e.g. breathing space commissioned by  
 Glasgow NHS 24 call centre – cheaper than nursing staff or LA Staff.

• Information sharing and share good practice eg ‘Keep Safe  
 Cymru’ cards.

• Rub out boundaries between Health and Social Care especially  
 better/shared record keeping on people’s MH history – police/ 
 ambulance etc.

National

• Need national driver to support alternative places of safety. Health  
 Boards need to revisit commissioning of new and collaborative ways  
 of working with 3rd sector/police/service users and carers including  
 place of safety for young people for assessment of MH (14-20YR)  
 treatment.

• All UHB’s need to be on board with developing alternative places  
 of safety within the community for this to be implemented and  
 sustainable.

• Are crisis staff demoralised?! Caring for mental wellbeing of staff.
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South Wales

National Contd.

• Need a care pathway – not putting barriers between primary and  
 secondary care. Measuring may be a problem, with links to local  
 community based interventions/organisations.

• Need to explore alternative transport: is an emergency ambulance   
 required on all occasions? Conveyance Problems with long waits for  
 ambulance to transport to hospital eg 24hr waits.

• WAST MH Improvement Plan – A coordinated    
 approach to provider care for people in crisis and staff  
 training in dementia awareness and dementia  
 champions.

• Too many strategies which encourage silo working  
 T4MH – Health/SSWA/LA – We need integrated   
 Management Plans (WAST/MH/POLICE/OOHGP/GP/ED)  
 based on a National IT System and shared records.

 
 

• Strategy for involving SU & Career in service improvement, data and  
 voice of experience, together with monitoring and support of 
 frequent users of unscheduled care covering mental and physical  
 health and aftercare following release from police cell, what help  
 available on discharge?

Regional Action Plans Review
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Feedback for the 4 
geographical areas was 
collected on worksheets 
and based on the NPUC 
123 structure.


